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Press release 08.02.2000

Frontec signs a group framework agreement with Ericsson

The new framework agreement covers consultancy services and development
assignments, strengthening Frontec’s role as one of the leading consultancy
companies for the telecommunications industry.

Frontec Teknik focuses its activities on intelligent communication, and is a long-
standing developer of hi-tech products for leading industrial companies. The
collaboration with Ericsson is being conducted within the scope of Frontec’s
unique expertise in fields such as product and systems development in
embedded systems, technical systems development in areas such as AXE and
ASIC (highly-integrated special loops), the development of testing and
verification systems, and mechanical design and analysis.

Frontec’s expertise in embedded systems for e-commerce, mobile Internet
connectivity, advanced telephony and intelligent home and vehicle systems has
contributed to the company becoming the only IT consultancy to have
framework agreements with both Volvo IT and Ericsson, and being an
accredited Bluetooth Solution Provider.
_______________________________________________________________
Contacts:

Lars Sjöberg, Key Account Manager, Ericsson
Tel: +46 31 707 65 01
Mobile: +46 70 973 65 01

Anders Eriksson, Vice MD Frontec AB
Tel: +46 13 24 74 10
Mobile: +46 70 524 74 10

Frontec in brief
Frontec is a consultancy company in the areas of e-business and Intelligent
communication, and is listed on the Stock Exchange O list. The company’s business
idea is to make our customers’ business processes and projects more efficient and to
shorten lead times. Customers can be found among Scandinavia’s largest companies
and organisations within the fields of telecommunications, manufacturing, public
administration, trade and transport. The Frontec group includes Frontec Maintenance
Systems (FMS), which develops and sells maintenance systems and the part owned
subsidiary company Viewlocity, supplier of the software product AMTrix for application
integration (EAI) with its head office in the USA. Frontec has approximately 1400
employees with 30 offices in 12 countries.


